
Princess Ella

1. Adjective

2. Noun

3. Noun - Plural

4. Verb - Past Tense

5. Verb - Base Form

6. Adjective

7. Verb - Present Ends In S
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10. Pronoun

11. Adverb
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Princess Ella

Once upon a time,in a faraway kingdom ,a little girl named Ella was living happily with her mother and father in

a Adjective house. One day,Ella's mother got a cancer and died weeks later.

Few years later ,Ella's father married another woman .But when Ella 's father,a merchant who wasn't at home for

months died,Ella's mean stepmother and her two ugly stepsisters treat her badly and let her do all the works.She

washes the dises,washes their clothes,cleans the house,takes care of the Noun and does a lot more.They

also let Ella sleep in the little dinning room.

Then , on another day,Ella went to the forest to pick Noun - Plural and she met the charming who was

hunting.Together, they Verb - Past Tense and learned about each other. Then,the day after, Ella's new

family was invited to the royal in 3 days ,when the prince will choose a girl to marry



.

On the big day ,Ella was completely ready for the ball.But her jealous stepsisters teared her dress and her

stepmother who call her Cinderella forbade her to go to the ball.It looks like Cinderella will have to

Verb - Base Form home!But when she cries,her fairygodmother appears.Because that she is kind,her

fairygodmother Helena makes appear with a wave of her magic wand a wonderful dress and glass slippers for

Ella,transforms a pumpkin into a golden carrage and she also transforms Ella's animal friends into horses,carrage

conductor and her protectors.After, she tells the girl to go to the royal ball,but warns her that the spell will break

at mightnight; everything will become normal.

Cinderella is so happy that she can go to the bal.When she arrives ,everyone's attention is on her.She is so

Adjective !The prince regonize her and dances with her,As they dance,the two fall in love.But after,the

clock Verb - Present ends in S ,so that means it's also mightnight!Cinderella quit the palace and runs to the

golden carrrage.She loses a slipper,but she doesn't have time to go back,so the prince picks it up and the next day

,the



palace messenger and he travels the whole entire kingdom to let maiden to try it on trying to find Ella,because he

doesn't know her name.

Three days later,almost every maiden in the kingdom tried it on,but their Noun couldn't fit in the slipper

.When it was Cinderella 's turn to try,her awful stepmother makes the palace messenger trip over her and the

glass slipper shatters.But Ella still has the other slipper......and her little foot fits Adverb in it!Ella's

stepmother was really impressed and was wondering how she went to the bal.But however,the prince marries

Ella and Pronoun lived Adverb ever after
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